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YSS Aeon Emblem, Motto, and History

This page contains information about the YSS Aeon.

Ship's Emblem

The Aeon

YE 33

In YE 33, Ise Katae had a new logo created to reflect the redesign the gunship had in YE 31. The new logo
features the image of the Aeon in front of a nebula.

YE 30

https://wiki.stararmy.com/doku.php?id=stararmy:starships:yss_aeon
https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Astarships%3Aaeon%3Ahistory&media=stararmy:symbols:patches:aeon_logo_ye33.png
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The original logo consisted of an image of the Aeon's original configuration in a stylized starfield
depicting her Exploration mission.

Ship's Name

The ship unlike the majority of the Plumeria series is not named after a plant.

The word aeon, also spelled eon or æon, means “age”, “forever” or “for eternity”. It is a Latin
transliteration from the koine Greek word (aion), from the archaic (aiwon). Aeon

Ship's Motto

Language Motto
Latin Novus Universitas - Novus Sapientia

Nepleslian New Worlds - New Wisdom
Onyomi Shinsekai - Shinchie

Yamataian 新世界 - 新知恵

Ship's Plaque

https://wiki.stararmy.com/lib/exe/detail.php?id=stararmy%3Astarships%3Aaeon%3Ahistory&media=stararmy:symbols:patches:aeon_logo1.png
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aeon
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Ship's Mission Status

Ship's History

YE 35 The Aeon prepares to go on an exploration mission to try and find the homeworld of Sui'yrena
Kata'nova

[Mission 7.0] - Prologue Southern Encounters The Aeon takes on new crew members and prepares
for an exploration mission with the secondary goal of trying to find their guest Sui'yrena
Kata'nova's homeworld or people.

[Mission 7.1] - Departure for Southern Encounters - Ise Katae selects a star system in unexplored
space, designating it as AX-03. This will be the first system that the crew will use to try to find the
Neshaten people. Having arrived in the system, the squadron has broken up to explore each
planet. The Aeon prepares to deploy personnel to the surface of AX-03 I.

The YSS Aeon concludes the assault on Higaflan and liberates the prison. They discover and rescue
Shimizu-Motoyoshi Akina (清水本吉明菜). Additionally the team encounters a space faring alien.
Sui'yrena Kata'nova, who crashed lands on the planet during the assault.

[Mission 6.2] Sword Flash in Darkness Unsheathed
[Mission 6.3] Battered, beaten, but not broken
Mission [6.4 Changes....]

YE 34 The YSS Aeon

[Mission 5.0] - Darkness and Ice The Aeon is sent to an unexplored system that has possible NMX
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activity. Once there they confirm energy signatures consistent with NMX tech and land on the first
planet an inhospitable frozen world.

[Mission 5.1] Into the depths
[Mission 5.1.1] Cold Reception
[Mission 5.1.2] Frozen Wings

The Aeon crew rescued tesgi a member of the Poku Saeruo Degonjo a group of aliens unknown to
the SAOY.

The Aeon launches an assault on the Higaflan system [Mission 6.0] Sword Flash in Darkness

YE 33

[Mission 4.0] - A Quest into the Dark The Aeon has been sent to Mayer Station to attempt to make
contact with the United Outer Colonies Peacekeeping Forces. An away team has been sent to the
surface of Siren II upon landing they are approaching the base.

Mission 3.2 - Beginnings and Recoveries while waiting aboard the Seventh Squadron Starbase for
the return of the Aeon the new soldiers get some time to know each other.

Mission 3.0 - Pickets and Surveys while exploring System AX-01, the ship detects a distress signal
and sends down an Away Team to investigate. The Away team locates the YSS Genus, YX-C1-0012
a Tansaku-class Science Vessel. They learn that the planet is infested with synthetic insects under
the control of a massive computer called Intellicus. Intellicus is destroyed, its location now an
active volcano. The planet was named Genus in memory of the expedition members who died
there.

YE 32 The YSS Aeon:

Mission 3.0 - Pickets and Surveys Aeon visits Veronica drops off an Orbital Geological Survey
Platform.

Mission 2.2 - Shore Leave while the squadron is being repaired and prepared for its next mission,
Katae authorizes shore leave for all personnel, shore leave goes awry.

Mission 2.1 - When Squids come calling - While the Away team is retrieving the tech, the Aeon and
the Seventh Squadron engage a number of NMX warships to protect the Away Team. Once the
away team is recovered the Squadron heads back for Yamatai, making repairs along the way.

Mission 2 - Lost and Found The Aeon and the 7th Squadron pursue the NMX warships that stole
teleportation pods from the YSS Eucharis. An Away Team lead by Haruhi boards an NMX ship and
recovers the stolen tech.

YE 31 The YSS Aeon:

Mission 1.2a - Rescue at Elysia Novus Ise Katae aborts the training mission and orders two the 7th
Squadron to join up on a rescue mission to locate the YSS Eucharis. After rescuing the YSS Eucharis
the Aeon took it to Yamatai (Planet)

Mission 1.2 - Aboard the Henry Chen Members of the crew of the Aeon having completed their
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weapon systems test arrive at Virginia system above the Virginia Fleet Depot and are go aboard
the NL-X1-T01 YSS Henry Chen.

Mission 1.1 - A little training Exercise the YSS Aeon having been repaired has taken on some new
crew. Ise-Taii has decided to give them a little hands on training while the rest of the squadron is
repaired.

Mission 1-Prologue YSS Aeon under goes repairs and recruits replacement crew members.

Ship undergoes refit to 1D configuration, and reassigned to 7th Squadron. While heading out for
their mission they encountered the Mishhu attacking Scorpio station. See Battle for UX-25. After
the battle, Ise Katae takes the entire 7th Squadron along with their starbase to Virgo Station.

Ship is assigned to explore System UX-26, UX-27 System. While exploring UX-27 System, the crew
rescued a group of slaves. After liberating the slaves, a group of ships came into the system. The
first was a slaver ship which was destroyed by a second group of ships. The Aeon and Adventure
defeated this group of vessels.

Delayed - UX-28, UX-29.

YE 30 The YSS Aeon was built at Gemini Star Fortress by Ketsurui Fleet Yards. Under the command of Taii
Ise Katae she sets off on a mission of exploration.

Discovered and explored Sairen system.

Discovered Rogue
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